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The Rhode Island Chapter of the
American Society of Landscape
Architects announced the 2013
Design Awards during the RIASLA
Holiday & Awards Party on December 13th in Warwick, R.I. Three
Merit Awards, one Honor Award
and a President’s Award of Excellence were awarded during the
evening’s ceremonies.
The first Merit Award was presented to URI Landscape Architecture professor Richard Sheridan
and URI Landscape Architecture
Students for Redesigning and Enhancing the Value of the URI Field
Management Areas in Kingston,
RI. The jury noted that the project
design represents an “innovative
and sustainable approach” and a
“visionary student project with
excellent graphic communication
and site analysis.”
PROJECT STATEMENT:
The University of Rhode Island
is in need of new directions and
innovation in its campus master
plan for its Field Lab Management
Areas – its agricultural and ecological research lands. This project
provides that vision. The planning
effort of the students for the FLMA
demonstrates a critical evaluation
of land resources, land use, programming and user groups for a
sustainable approach to managing
its traditional Land-Grant mission
while making it 21st century relevant.
Continued on page 5

Above: Merit Awardwinning design for the
Proposed Master Plan for
Peckham Farm at the University of Rhode Island.
At right: RI Chapter
Trustee Karen Beck
presents the Award of
Merit to URI Professor
Richard Sheridan.
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President’s Letter
Kurt Van Dexter, ASLA
Hello Everyone!
I am very happy to begin this journey as your new chapter
president. This past year I have learned much as president elect
including the realization that I have so much more to yet learn.
Our immediate past-president, Jenn Judge, has done a stellar job
in leading our chapter and quietly guiding and mentoring me. I
hope to provide similar support for new president-elect, Megan
Gardener, over the next year.
The past several months have been filled with exciting opportunities. In April, I attended
the 2013 ASLA Chapter President’s Council meeting in Washington, D.C., where I met with
key personnel at the national level of ASLA and gained insight into the collaborative efforts
and benefits between national and the various chapters.
In September, we helped to bring International PARK(ing) Day to Providence in a big way.
Thirty-four Parklets were created that day. This event could not have happened without the
dedicated efforts and vision of the our very committed PARK(ing) Day committee of seven,
the tremendous support we received from the city of Providence, and hard work of many
people who came together to design, create and oversee the Parklets. In November, the
ASLA annual conference was held in Boston. I met dynamic new people and rekindled
friendships with others whom I had not seen in a very long time. I became better acquainted
with members of both the Connecticut and Boston chapters, and I look forward to continuing to strengthen the common bonds among our chapters.
As a few of you may know, in addition to being a landscape architect, I am a visual artist/
designer, and an art educator, actively engaged in both of those areas. After completing art
school in Philadelphia I began my professional career as a painter, represented by galleries
in New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Washington, D.C. Having grown up in the world of architecture and design, I also worked during these years as an architectural designer for my dad’s
firm. After moving to Rhode Island and working in product design and development, I attended URI, majored in landscape architecture, and in time, became a registered landscape
architect. My interests focused toward educational landscapes and school gardens.
After graduation, working with an increasing number of schools and as a frequent guest
speaker for the art education program at RISD, I was seeking an educational background to
complement my work with schools. I attended RISD receiving a graduate degree in art and
design education. Following RISD, I continued developing educational landscapes in Rhode
Island and elsewhere, while teaching high school visual art and design. After six years I left
for an opportunity to develop educational landscape programs statewide for two years. At
the conclusion of this two-year program, I began a high school level landscape design program at the MET School, and worked as a landscape architect at the Providence Parks Department. After two years at both of those locations, an opportunity arose for me to work at
the Greene School, a small public charter high school with a mission of connecting students
to nature, the environment and sustainability. There I teach visual art and landscape design.
Additionally, for several years, I have been teaching painting, introduction to architecture,
and landscape design to high school students through RISD Continuing Education, including
Continued on page 3
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President’s Letter
a full-day design charrette intensive held each January. For
those of you who may wonder, I am, once again continuing to
pursue painting and sculpture.
There is a connection at multiple levels among landscape
architecture, the visual arts and education. I would love to see
increased cross-discipline collaboration, bringing extended but
related communities of practice closer together. Increased
community outreach such as this can also serve as an important step in helping the public better understand, and perhaps
better appreciate our field.
The above introduction aside, how many of us in the chapter really know each other’s story? Maybe this is something to
consider.
On a different note, stored away in my studio barn for at
least fifteen years, most of which time I was unaware of its
existence, I happened to have had possession of the early
notes, meeting minutes, and other records that chronicle the
initial development of our chapter of ASLA. This history belongs to everyone in our chapter. I plan to periodically introduce this history through a series of informational articles in
our newsletter. You will see many familiar names associated
with this information and also some obscure names. I am confident that our chapter pioneers will certainly be able to build
and embellish upon any information that I present in article
form.
I welcome your thoughts and feedback – I look forward to
working with you this next year, and I would like to wish all of
you a healthy, happy, and successful 2014.
Cheers!
Kurt Van Dexter

Trustee’s Report
Karen Beck, FASLA
Hello All!
I hope the holidays treated you
all well! In the New Year, the RI
ASLA has much to look forward to,
both on the local and national levels. First, we of course have new
local and national Executive Committee members. Hopefully most of you were able to meet
the new local ExCom members at the RIASLA Holiday Party
held at Chelo’s on December 13th. Personally, I look forward
to the enthusiasm brought by new members, and expect that
great things will happen with the chapter, especially given the
warming business climate. National has held off on hiring up
to our pre-recession numbers until recently. We have all had
to do more with less, but this isn’t always the best scenario,
(Continued on page 4)
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Trustee’s Report
(Continued from page 3)

and I expect that National will move forward with several initiatives that will increase the profession’s exposure to the public. One area where ASLA national has not stinted is in Government Affairs, although as you see below, a new staff member
has been added. Previously I have reported that all 50 states
and likely Washington, DC will all have licensing laws in effect,
due in no small part to the advocacy and assistance of the government affairs staff at ASLA. A snap shot of recent activities
include:
ASLA is pleased to welcome Leighton Yates as Government
Affairs’ new Legislative Analyst. Leighton has a B.S. in International Affairs from Florida State University and most recently
worked on state government affairs issues with Stateside Associates in Arlington, VA. Leighton will assist on both federal and
state government affairs activities.
Federal Government Affairs Director Roxanne Blackwell
participated in a meeting with Preservation Action on how the
United States’ loss of its vote in the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) will impact its ability to recommend and vote for World Heritage
Sites. Currently, there are 21 World Heritage Sites in the U.S.
and there are two sites nominated for designation - the Poverty Point site in northeastern Louisiana; and the San Antonio
Franciscan Missions.

Government Affairs Manager Kevin O’Hara attended a briefing at the World Resources Institute on a new report Saving
Lives With Sustainable Transport. The report highlights planning and design strategies that incorporate access to transit
and improved bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure as tools to
decrease fatalities.
On December 3, Analyst Yates attended a hearing of the
House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform Subcommittee on Federal Workforce, U.S. Postal Service, and the
Census on the federal government’s use of two-stage designbuild contracts. The hearing was aimed at addressing concerns from the design community related to the current trend
of the federal design-build process, how it can decrease competition in the bidding process, and the obstacles for participating design firms. For more details on the hearing see the
recent edition of LAND.
The report mentioned above (Saving Lives with Sustainable
Transport) is a new publication from EMBARQ (the World Resources Institute program for sustainable urban transport and
planning) which highlights methods to improve traffic safety.
Traffic crashes currently claim more than 1.2 million lives every
year, according to the World Health Organization (WHO). That
number is increasing, particularly in low and middle-income
countries. Cities that have implemented policy and infrastructure to promote cycling have also seen significant safety benefits. Copenhagen and New York City, for example, have both
invested in creating or expanding citywide networks of dedicated bike lanes and tracks to promote cycling. In Copenhagen,
the total volume of cycling has increased by 28 percent between 1998 and 2009, while the rate of injuries and fatalities
to cyclists has decreased by 53 percent. Similarly, New York
City had four times as many bicycle commuters in 2010 as it
did in 2000, while the city’s cycling injury rate (the ratio of cycling injuries to cyclist commuters) declined by more than 70
percent.
It also appears that the safety benefits of cycle infrastructure are not limited to cyclists. A study in New York City found
that streets with bike lanes are also safer for pedestrians, a
finding that could be attributed to the reduced traffic speeds
associated with the introduction of bike lanes and tracks. New
(Continued on page 8)
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RIASLA Awards
Continued from page 1
The second Merit Award was presented to Katherine
Field & Associates of Newport, RI for the Colony
House in Weston, Mass. The jury said that the project
represented “a thoughtful, client-specific design that
addresses a challenging site in an environmentally sensitive manner.”
PROJECT STATEMENT:
At the “Colony House,” a difficult rocky slope was
transformed into a family space that connected a recessed, lower level carriage house with the main house.
The steep property and the separation of buildings
were transformed through the design into an elegant,
dual terraced setting for entertaining and living. The
high level of detail from concept to finished product,
with the designer’s artistic vision, created a complete
customized landscape transformation.
Continued on page 6

At top: Merit Award-winning design for the redesign project at
the Colony House in Weston, Mass.
Above: Staff members Jacob Mather, Kate Field and Charles
Earl of Katherine Field & Associates of Newport pose with the
firm’s Merit Award.
At top: Conceptual Master Plan for the redesign project at the
Colony House in Weston, Mass.

Congratulations!
is

To Michael Dowhan and Jennifer
Tripp on the birth of their son,
Chace Earland Dowhan, born
December 22, 2013 at 10:01 a.m.
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RIASLA Awards
Continued from page 5
The third Merit Award was presented to L+A
Landscape Architecture of Newport, R.I. for
the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum Gardens in Boston, Mass. Jury comments included “thoughtful design and impressive collaboration project.”
PROJECT STATEMENT:
The new gardens of the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum are a series of six contiguous spaces
planted with a carefully curated collection of
plant species. The six spaces – Evans Way Public
Entrance, Living Room Garden, Cafe Garden,
Monk’s Garden, Lynch Courtyard Garden, and
the new Public Greenhouse – ensure that museum visitors are engaged in the creative life of
the Museum and connected with Isabella Gardner’s legacy through inspiring encounters with
gardens and horticulture.

Below: Honor Award-winning design for the
Landfill Garden in Providence.

Above: Merit Awardwinning design for
the Isabella Stewart
Gardner Museum
Gardens in Boston.
At right: RI Chapter
Trustee Karen Beck
presents the Award of
Merit to Tonya Kelley
of L+A Architecture
of Newport.

The Honor Award was presented to L+A Landscape Architecture of Newport, R.I. for the Landfill Garden in Providence,
RI. The jury noted that the “project uniquely demonstrates
sustainable practices” and an “innovative approach to stormwater design.”
PROJECT STATEMENT:
The Landfill Garden diverted 90 tons of on-site demolition
debris destined for the landfill into a visually striking high performance landscape. The project is the most public component of new technologies at the Narragansett Bay Commission
Wastewater Treatment Facility, which includes the world’s
largest bio-nutrient removal system, wind turbines, and surface water management. The Landfill Garden re-processed
industrial waste into a richly textured black and white composition of crushed asphalt and sawn concrete planks.
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RIASLA Awards
The President’s Award of
Excellence was awarded
to Wagner Hodgson Landscape Architecture of Burlington,
VT
for
the URI College of Pharmacy Medicinal and Wellness
Garden in Kingston, RI. The
jury commented that the
project represented a “very
thoughtful and responsive
design” with “excellent collaboration between landscape architect and artist”
and “exemplary execution of
site detailing.”
PROJECT STATEMENT:
The Wellness & Medicinal
Plant Garden is a sculptural
environment that speaks to
the fields of pharmacy and
pharmacognosy, the geography of Rhode Island and the
context of URI. The Garden
forms an entryway to the
School of Pharmacy and is a
visual statement that has the
potential to permeate and
subtly guide the School – an
opportunity to artistically
create an inspired space,
where garden, sculpture and
School interact and overlap
to such an extent that they
become integral to one another.

For full descriptions
and photos of the
winning projects
visit the Chapter’s
website
rhodeislandasla.org

Above: President’s Award of Excellence-winning design for the University of Rhode Island
College of Pharmacy Medicinal and Wellness Garden on the Kingston Campus.
Below: Nighttime view of the Medicinal and Wellness Garden.
Bottom: At left, lighting along pathway; at right, aerial view of seating.
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Trustee’s Report

Best Books of 2013

(Continued from page 4)

In what has become an annual tradition, ASLA’s The Dirt offers a number of must-have books on design and the environment that came by our
desks this year. All would make great presents for your favorite landscape
architect or designer. Here are our top ten books of 2013:

York City has also taken key steps to improve walkability
and pedestrian infrastructure, with significant benefits for
pedestrian safety. In an effort to raise awareness about
traffic safety issues and encourage local and national governments to focus on reducing traffic crashes and fatalities,
the United Nations declared 2011 to 2020 as the Decade of
Action on Road Safety. The initiative includes a clear focus
on safe mobility and sustainable urban transport. The WHO
has also recognized the importance of sustainable transport
in achieving the ambitious goals of the Decade of Action. Its
latest Global Status Report on Road Safety includes policies
to promote walking and cycling and investment in mass
transport as critical safety indicators for countries. Recognizing the potential safety benefits of sustainable transport
is a key step, but it is also important to ensure that this
translates into high-quality projects on the ground. Through
innovative policies and sustainable transport projects, cities
in developing countries can meet their growing mobility
needs while also significantly improving safety. Landscape
Architects are a KEY PLAYER in these initiatives. To learn
more: download the issue brief Saving Lives with Sustainable Transport from http://www.wri.org/publication/saving
-lives-sustainable-transport.
Karen A. Beck, RLA, FASLA
RIASLA Chapter Trustee

“Garden Park Community Farm” by Warren Byrd, FASLA, Thomas
Woltz, FASLA, Elizabeth Meyer, FASLA, and Stephen Orr (Princeton University Press, 2013) – This coffee-table book highlights some of their recent and best designs, but also showcases their philosophy as landscape
architects, one that “encourages a responsiveness to the environment
through artful design and ecological narratives that connect people to
place.” Read the full review in The Dirt.
“The Frackers” by Gregory Zuckerman (Portfolio, 2013) – From The
New Republic review: “Zuckerman’s fast-paced, densely interesting
[book] is the first to tell the stories of the obstinate, ravenous, methodical, sometimes rascally oil executives of the recent boom. By focusing on
people instead of trends, it gets to the heart of why the United States is
once again the largest supplier of oil and gas in the world.”
“Go: A Kidd’s Design to Graphic Design”by Chip Kidd (Workman Publishing, 2013) – From Kirkus Reviews: “Beginning with the striking cover
design—a red stop sign reading ‘GO’—this book challenges our assumptions about what we see and read. Kidd skillfully uses typography and
illustration to demonstrate how graphic design informs the ways we
make decisions that affect our lives. . . . An engaging introduction to a
critical feature of our modern, design-rich environment.”
“Humans of New York” by Brandon Stanton (St. Martin’s Press, 2013)
– From The Atlantic magazine review: “Visually arresting and disarmingly
deep… The photographs in this volume, some of which have never been
published before, capture the city’s inhabitants with a commendable eye
for demographic diversity and everyday street fashion. But it’s Stanton’s
interviews with his subjects, usually excerpted from their rawest moments, that are the most captivating as they highlight both the hardship
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and the little victories of an often-unforgiving city.”
“If Mayors Ruled the World: Dysfunctional Nations, Rising Cities”
by Benjamin Barber (Yale University Press, 2013) – In The New York
Times Book Review, Sam Roberts, writes: “Barber’s book is the most
audacious — even messianic — of a torrent of recently advanced
urban manifestoes. He tosses out facts with abandon, all in an effort
to persuade the reader that modern cities are the incubators for
problem-solving while national governments are doomed to failure.”
“In the City” by Nigel Peake (Princeton Architectural Press, 2013) –
Nigel Peake sees cities, wherever they are, as an aggregation of units:
the smallest materials and patterns give shape to the larger ones
(apartments, stores, and parking lots), and then greater collections
(neighborhoods and boroughs). Streets and bridges also fascinate
him, as they separate and define the units that make up the city, but
are also central to its patterns. He is awed by the sheer diversity of
textures in a city — and how they fragment and change over time,
creating a new city in the process. Read the full review in The Dirt.
“James Turrell: A Retrospective” by Michael Govan, Christine Kim,
Florian Holzherr, and others (Prestel, 2013) – “If you are unfamiliar
with artist James Turrell, this is your chance to be immersed in his
work, which harnesses space and light to play with your perceptions.
If you are familiar, you will be dazzled by the breadth of his career,
from sketches and small light projects to one of the most ambitious
art projects in the world, the remolding of Roden Crater in Arizona
that realigns the visitor with his or her senses…and the world.” —
Terry Poltrack
“The Nature of Urban Design: A New York Perspective on Resilience” by Alexandros Washburn, Hon. ASLA (Island Press, 2013) –
Entertaining and attractively designed, this book provides a fantastic
introduction to the discipline of urban design for non-designers.
Washburn, the chief urban designer for New York City, uses New York

City as a case study to explain what exactly urban designers do and
why it matters. He broadly defines urban design as “the art of changing cities, guiding growth to follow new patterns that better meet our
challenges while improving our quality of life.” Read the full review in
The Dirt.
“The Third Coast: When Chicago Built the American Dream” by
Thomas Dyja (Penguin Press) – From Michael Kimmelman, The New
York Times architecture critic: “Thomas Dyja’s ‘The Third Coast’ is a
beautifully written eye-opener and genuine page-turner about Chicago, as sweeping and astonishing as the city itself. It does nothing
less than help rewrite postwar American history and culture and cure
our bi-coastal myopia. It links half-a-century’s worth of economic and
social changes with cultural revolution, racial strife with sexual upheaval, architecture with politics, literature with gospel music, Hugh
Hefner with Tina Fey, Mies van der Rohe with Mayor Daley, Ray Kroc
with Katherine Kuh – It’s the whole grand, messy American story,
lived through bigger-than-life characters in a bigger-than-life city.”
“Water” by Edward Burtynsky (Steidl, 2013) – From the Amazon.com review: “Often using a bird’s-eye perspective, the photographer shows us its remote sources, remarkable ancient step-wells and
mass bathing rituals, the transformation of desert into cities with
waterfronts on each doorstep, the compromised landscapes of the
American Southwest. Furthermore, Burtynsky explores the infrastructure of water management: the gigantic hydroelectric dams and terraced rice fields in the heart of China, the vast irrigation systems of
America’s bread basket and the use of aquaculture. The colour photographs in this book...foreshadow the extent to which our future depends on our everyday behavior in dealing with this increasingly
scarce resource.”
For more, check out Books by ASLA Members, a hub offering up
hundreds of books written over the years (all available via Amazon.com), and the top 10 books from 2012.
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— Upcoming Events of Interest —
January 9 & 10
25th annual Winter Landscape
Design Conference
“Re-assessing Ecological Design,” to be
held at Connecticut College, New London,
Conn. CEUs available. For more information, visit http://www.conncoll.edu/thearboretum/programs-and-activities/
ecological-landscape-symposium/

January 11 – 1 P.M.
RI Wild Plant Society Meeting
General meeting followed by refreshments; 2 p.m. speaker Mark Richardson,
director of Horticulture for the New England Wild Flower Society. To be held at
Aldrich House, Rhode Island Historical
Society, 110 Benevolent St., Providence.
Free and open to the public. For more
information, visit riwps.org

Healthy Businesses” to be held at Ctr. for
Biological & Life Sciences, 120 Flagg Road,
URI Kingston campus. For more information, visit rinla.org

January 21 – 6 P.M.
RIASLA Excom Meeting
To be held at Red Fez Restaurant, 49 Peck
St., Providence. All members welcome.
For more information contact President
Kurt Van Dexter at kurtvandexter@
gmail.com

February 13 – 7 P.M.
Gardner Museum Lecture Series
Speaker Landscape Architect Laurie Olin.
To be held in Calderwood Hall at the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum, 280 The
Fenway, Boston. gardnermuseum. org/
landscape/lectures

January 16 & 17

February 26 & 27

RI Nursery & Landscape Association Annual Meeting & Expo
“Growing for the Future … Cultivating

Ecological Landscaping Association
Annual Conference & Marketplace
“Sustaining the Living Landscape.” To be

held at MassMutual Center, 1277 Main
St., Springfield, Mass. Continuing education credits available. For more information or to register, visit ecolandscaping.org

February 27 – 7 P.M.
URI / LAR Lecture Series
“Intersections: Nature/Culture,” Speaker:
Ann Penniman, Principal Ann Penniman
Associates LLC, Essex, Conn. To be held in
Weaver Auditorium, URI Kingston

February 18 – 6 P.M.
RIASLA Excom Meeting
To be held at RiRa, Providence. All members welcome. See Jan. 21 listing.

March 6 – 7 P.M.
URI / LAR Lecture Series
"Context Driven Design; Responding to
What's Right in Front of You" Speaker:
Todd Richardson, Principal Richardson &
Associates LLC, Saco, Maine. See Feb. 27
listing.
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